Terms of Service

Last updated: 29 June 2017

As used herein, “Urusniaga” or “The system” means System UrusNiaga, the Software as a Service that is owned and operated by “Rutweb Technology”.

“Rutweb Technology” or “Us” in this Terms of Service refers to Rutweb Technology Sdn. Bhd. (1135460-H) a company incorporated in Malaysia.

By using the System UrusNiaga service you agree to the following terms and conditions. Rutweb Technology reserves the right to update and modify the Terms of Service at any time without notice. New features that may be added to the Service shall be subject to the Terms of Service. Should you continue to use the Service after any such modifications have been made, this shall constitute your agreement to such modifications. You may always view the most recent copy of the Terms of Service here: https://urusniaga.my/termsofservice.pdf

ACCOUNT TERMS

Each user is responsible for their account and the content they generate. Users can do backup and restore their contents through function available in Urusniaga. Rutweb Technology takes no responsibility for user generated content. Each user is also responsible for the security of their account information. Do not share, or make public, any of your sensitive account and login information.

CANCELLATION

The user has the right to cancel their account at any time and will not be charged further. However, users will not receive a refund for any remaining subscription amount. Once the account is canceled all information associated with that account will be permanently deleted. Each user is solely responsible for account cancellation.

Rutweb Technology reserves the right to terminate any account at any time and deny future service to anyone for any reason.
MODIFICATIONS

Users cannot modify any part of the service at any time, with or without notice. However, users can change branding such as System Name, Logo and others available in "Branding" section.

SUBSCRIPTION

Users can upgrade or down grade subscription plans at any time, and can subscribe to as many as possible. Once confirmed, the validity period of the subscription and the active package only began after the expiry of the previous one. Any user account without active plan more than two months, contents and information associated with that account will be permanently deleted after no reply when reminder email was sent. The account name will available to public for registration.

COPYRIGHT AND OWNERSHIP

All content entered by the user is copyright of that user. Rutweb Technology claims no copyrights on user-generated content. Rutweb Technology does not pre-screen any content except what available as public such as company logo on login page, but reserves the right to remove content at any time without notice.

GENERAL TERMS

1. The use of System UrusNiaga is at "your own risk". The service is offered "as is". Although System UrusNiaga has a 99.9% “uptime”, Rutweb Technology makes no guarantees concerning the availability or "uptime" of the service.

2. For official technical support, users can contact us at admin@rutweb.com. Or through https://urusniaga.my/contactus. Response times will vary.

3. You cannot modify the System UrusNiaga service in whatever way or remove
its connection with Rutweb Technology. You only allowed to do so by using functions available in the system.

4. Though we reserve the right to do so, Rutweb Technology has no obligation to remove content or accounts containing inappropriate, unlawful, or any otherwise damaging information.

5. You understand that some of the content used in System UrusNiaga may be transferred unencrypted and over multiple networks.

6. Rutweb Technology is not liable for any direct or indirect damages to users of System UrusNiaga as a result of using the service in any way.

7. Rutweb Technology is not liable for the failure to enforce the Terms of Service and such incident does not negate the Terms of Service and the rights it provides.

8. The Terms of Service constitutes the entire agreement between you and Rutweb Technology and govern your use of the Service, supersedes any prior agreements between you and Rutweb Technology (including, but not limited to, any prior versions of the Terms of Service).

Questions and Comments

Any questions regarding the Terms of Service should be addressed to admin@rutweb.com, or by post to:

Rutweb Technology Sdn Bhd
No. 41-1 1st floor
Jalan 7/7a Pusat Komersial Seksyen 7
43650 Bandar Baru Bangi
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Malaysia